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On the projection property 
of approximate point joint spectra

Abstract. It is shown, among other results, that the left approximate point spectrum t, has the 
projection property on the unital Banach algebra A if and only if every left ideal of A , maximal in 
the family of all left ideals consisting of joint left topological zero divisors, has codimension one.

Introduction. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with the unit 1. We shall 
write ^(A) for the family of all finite subsets of A. The left approximate point
spectrum of an «-tuple (at , an) of elements in A, denoted by т l(al , __ , an),
is defined to be the subset of C” consisting of those (X̂ , ..., Xn) for which there 
exists a sequence (uk) of elements in A such that \\ик\\ = 1 for all к and 
lim \\(aj —Xj)uk\\ = 0 for j  — 1 (Here, üj — Xj stands for aj — Xj 1.) The right

к
approximate point spectrum xr(al5 . an) is defined in a similar manner. The 
joint approximate point spectrum x(a1, an) is defined to be their union:

r(fli, ..., an) = т,(а19 ..., ..., an)
(cf. [4] or [6]).

We shall say that the left approximate point spectrum тг possesses 
a projection property on the algebra A if

Pn xi{a±, ..., an, an + ..., an + m) xfa^, ..., un),
where Pnn+m is the canonical projection from C" + w onto Cn which sends 
(Al5 Xn + 1, ..., Xn + m) to (X1, ..., Xn). The projection property is a par
ticular case of the following so-called “spectral mapping property”:

^i{Pi( ^ i » • • • » ^n)’ • • • > Pmi î >•••■> an)) (Pi xt(aj , . . . ,  un), . . . ,  pmxl(a1,

where pl , . . . ,p m are arbitrary polynomials over C in “noncommutative 
indeterminates” x1, ..., xn (cf. [4]).

The same definitions can be formulated for approximate point joint 
spectra тГ and x.

A (non-empty) subset S of a Banach algebra A consists of joint left 
topological divisors of zero if for every finite subset (x l5 ..., x„} of S there 
exists a sequence (zk) of elements in A suph that \\zk\\ = 1 for every к and
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lim || x z j  = 0 for j  = 1, ..., n (see [6]). This is equivalent to the fact that there
к

is a net (va) of elements in A with ||t>J| = 1 for all a and such that lim ||xuj = 0
a

for every xeS  (cf. [7]). The definition of a subset consisting of joint right 
topological divisors of zero is analogous. We shall shortly write SelfA) 
[Se/ДА)] when S consists of joint left [right respectively] topological divisors 
of zero. We shall also denote 1(A) = /ДА) и lr(A).

Reasoning as in [8] one can easily prove the following two facts:

L e m m a  1. Every element of /ДА) [/ДА)] is contained in a left [right] ideal 
of A which also belongs to /ДА) [/r(/4)].

L e m m a  2. Every left [right] ideal /е/ДА) [/ДА)] is contained in an lrmaxi
mal left ideal [lr-maximal right ideal], i.e., in a left [right] ideal J e /ДА) [lr(A)] 
such that if a left [right] ideal JX=>J and Jl ell(A) [/ДA)], then J = Jx.

A symbol 9Л(тг; А) [9И(тг; A)] will stand for the set of all multiplicative 
(linear) functionals g> of the algebra A such that кег<ре/ДА) [lr(A)] while 

АЩт; A) will denote the union: $Ш(т; >1) = 5Ш(тг; A) u Щтг; A). Each of these 
sets can be empty but if there exists <реЩт,; А) [$Ш(тг; A)], then evidently 
((р(ах), ..., <р(а„))ет,(а15 ..., a„) [тД a1, . . . ,a n)] for all {ax, ..., an] e &(A).

The purpose of this paper is to give necessary and sufficient conditions to 
the fact that the left [right, joint] approximate point spectrum possesses the 
projection property.

Main results.

P r o p o s i t i o n  1. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with unit. The following 
conditions are equivalent:

(1) I, has the projection property on A;
(2) t, possesses the spectral mapping property on A;
(3) Ti(ax, ..., an) = {((p(ax), ..., (p(anj): феЭДДт,; A)} for an arbitrary 

{ax, ап}е^ (А );
(4) for every [ax, ..., an} e^ (A ) which belongs to /ДA) there exists 

(реЭД1(тг; A) such that (р(а}) = 0 for j  = 1 , ..., n;
(5) for every Selt(A) there exists (реШ( тг; A) such that Sc:ker(p;
(6) for every left ideal I of A which belongs to If A) there exists (реШ( т,; A) 

such that I cz ker<p.
Proof. (6)=>(5) is evident in view of Lemma 1. (5)=>(4), (4)=>(3), (3)=>(2), 

and (2)=>(1) are obvious. It remains to prove that (1)=>(6). To do this we shall 
adopt a method used by Z. Slodkowski in [5]. Let /  be a left ideal of A which 
belongs to IfA) and let codimension of /  (as a linear subspace of A) be greater 
than one. This implies that there exists an element aeA  such that a —À does
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not belong to /  for every complex number Л. Since, by Lemma 2, every left 
ideal which belongs to lt(A) is contained in an /,-maximal left ideal and every 
left ideal from lt(A) of codimension one is a kernel of a certain multiplicative 
functional <реЩт,; A), it suffices to show that there exists a left ideal J which 
belongs to lt(A) and properly contains /.

For an arbitrary {al5 . . a„) e 3F(A) n lt{A) we shall write

Z(al , a„, a) = {.XeC : {a1? a„, a -X }e il(A)}

= {ЯеС: (0, О, Я)етt(al f ап, а)}.

The projection property of implies that this is a non-empty compact subset of 
the complex plane. It is evident that if {a1, an} and {b1, bm} are subsets 
of /, then

Z{al , ..., an, blt ..., bm, a) c: Z(alt a„, a)nZ(b1, b m, a).

This means that the family {Z(a1, an, a)}, where {nl 5 an} runs through 
all finite subsets of /, has the finite intersection property. Hence its intersection 
is non-empty. Taking X0 from this intersection we see that the set I u {а — Я0) 
consists of joint left topological divisors of zero. Therefore, in view of Lemma 1, 
it is contained in a left ideal Jel^A). The ideal /  is a proper subset of J since 
а — Х0ф1. я

Remark. The similar result is true for the right approximate point 
spectrum ir.

The analogous theorem for the joint approximate point spectrum т reads 
as follows:

Proposition 2. Let A be a complex mitai Banach algebra. The following 
conditions are equivalent:

(1) t has the projection property;
(2) t possesses the spectral mapping property;
(3) т(а1? ..., an) = {((piaj, ..., q>(an))\ (реЩт; A)} for an arbitrary 

{al5 ..., an}e^ {A );
(4) for every [ax, ..., an}eJF(A) which belongs to 1(A) there exists 

(pe$)i(t; A) such that (p(aj) ■— 0 for j  = 1, ..., n;
(5) for every S g 1(A) there exists феШ(т; A) such that S c= ker<p;
(6) for every ideal I (left or right) of A which belongs to 1(A) there exists 

<реЯЯ(т; A) such that I c= ker<p.

The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 1 and therefore will be 
omitted here.

6 — Comment. Math. 29.1
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Concluding remarks and examples.
1. If %i has the projection property on the algebra A, then P) (ker<p: (p 

g9CR(t,; A)} = rad A (rad A denotes the radical of the algebra A).
Indeed, if aeP){ker(p: (реШ(х1; A)} and beA, then да(аЪ) а xt(ab) 

= {(р(а)(р(Ь): (реШ{т{; А)} = {0} (cf. [4], Lemma 4.1), where о(а) denotes the 
usual spectrum of an element aeA. Thus we get o(ab) = {0} which means that 
a g  rad A . On the other hand, if UGradzl, then a (a) = (0). This implies that 
tДа) = {0}, and therefore cp(a) = 0 for every g9JÎ(tz; A).

We do not know if the converse holds true, i.e., if the equality 
P|{.ker<p: (реУЛ(xt; A)} = radT implies that тг possesses the projection prop
erty on A.

The same observation can be made for t, and t.
2. From the equality P){ker<p: e Ш1(тг; Л)} = rad.4 it follows that the

algebra Л/rad A is commutative (but the converse does not hold true). In [6] it 
has been conjectured that the algebra A itself must be commutative. The 
author is indebted to Dr V. Müller for pointing out that this is not the case. 
A suitable algebra will be presented in Example 1 below.

3. If t, and ir have the projection property, then it is obvious that x also 
possesses this property. In [6] it has been observed that т can have the 
projection property while тг and xr fails to possess this property. We shall give 
an example of an algebra on which xt and x have the projection property but xr 
has not. See Example 2 below.

E x a m p l e  1. Let be the free algebra on two symbols u , v ,  and the unit 1, 
and let (w„) be the standard enumeration of the words given by

1, u, v, u2, uv, vu, v2, и3, u2v, uv2, v3, w4, ...
By v„ we shall denote the length of the word wn (length of w0 = 1 is equal to

00
zero). Let A be the algebra of all infinite series a = £  a„w„, where ||a||

n =  о00
= Yé k l /V  < 00 • Then A is a noncommutative Banach algebra such that

n — 0

A = radA©Cl (see [2] or [1], p. 255). There exists a single multiplicative 
functional (p on A, namely (p(a) = a0. We shall show that ker(p = radAe 
/,(Л)п/г(Л). If we take xk = k\uk for k =  1 ,2 ,..., then ||xk|| = 1. Since

v„!k! ^  1
(v„ +  /c ) !^ k T T

we get the following inequalities:

for all n ^ 1,

laxJI ^ k+  1 and \xLa\\ ^ /с + 1
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where a is an arbitrary element of rad A. This implies that гасЫе/ДТ) n lr(A). 
Thus

b(ai »•••><*„) = тЛаi , • ••, <0 = Ф г = {(</>(«i), • • •, <Ф„))}
for all (al5 a„}e#'(v4). This means that the approximate point spectra тг, 
тг, and t have the projection property on A.

Example 2. Let us take the following three matrices:

'0  1 0 ‘ '1 0 O' '0  1 O'
0 0 0 . / = 0 0 0 and g = 0 0 0

_0 0 0. J  0 0. .0 1 0_

Then e2 = g2 = ef — 0, f 2 = /, and fe = g. Let A be the algebra generated by e, 
/, g, and the unit matrix 1. A typical element of A has the following form:

a = ot0 \ + a i e + ot2f+oc3g
а0 + а2 а1 + аз 0
0 а0 0

а2 а3 а.
Therefore its spectrum a (a) = (a0, a0 + a2}. There are two multiplicative 
functionals on A: (p(a) = a0 and ij/(a) = a0 + a2. Since A/mdA is commutative 
the joint spectrum a(a1, . . . ,a n) is equal to {(^(a1), ç>(a„)),
( ^ ( a j ) , ф{ап))} (see [3]). It is a matter of easy computations to show that 
ker(pel^A) n lr(A), kenj/el^A), and кетф ф1г(А). Therefore we have

т(а15 an) = rl(al , .. . ,a n) = (p{a„)), (ф(а1), ф(а„))}

for each {al , an] e IF {A). Moreover, for a single element aeA  it is 
г Да) = тДа) = <т(а) (see [4], p. 98). Now, taking the couple (/, l+e) we get 
Tr( / ,  l+e) = {(<»(/), <г>(1 + e))} = {(0,1)}. But t,(f) = W ) ,  Ф(Л} = {о, 1} 
Ф l+e) = {0}. This means that xr does not possess the projection
property on A while xt = т has such a property. Changing rows to columns in 
this example we can get the situation in which t, fails to have the projection 
property but тг = t has this property.
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